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INTRODUCTION
This is the tenth Annual Report to the Membership detailing the operations of the Institute, the key issues
that confronted the industry in 2009 and some projections for 2010. CY-2009 has possibly been best
described as being most enjoyed in one’s rear view mirror. Unemployment ended the year at just over 10%
and the planned stimulus spending is not projected to radically change that picture, at least not in the near
term.
Operationally, IFI ended the year with a $22,616 negative balance from operations only. The Board made
the decision to accept a deficit from operations to maintain services and meeting value for the Members,
but wanted to break even from overall operation of the Institute. That was accomplished. With respect to
total operations, including special projects, we ended the year with a $4,573 surplus (not including
unrealized gains) and reserves of $1,105,553 at market value. Regardless of the economy, the Institute did
not have to call on any Reserves. We did budget and use funds to provide subsidies to meetings and
covered over spending in the Divisions to continue stimulating growth and promoting Member retentions.
This added cost was partially offset by a reduction of $65,855 in general and project expenses. We
relocated meeting venues to make attending more economical, and though attendance was understandably
below normal, good sessions were held. Our Director of Technical Engineering, Joe Greenslade, continued
generating new publications, including the Supplemental Book of IFI Fastener Standards and Technical
Bulletins and the IFI Fastener Technology Handbook which went to print in December 2009. The
Technology Connection subscription service is still growing slowly and is hoped to catch on as business
improves. Our Aerospace Division Manager, Pat Meade, continues to lead that Division with good
successes in recruiting new members and in the aerospace regulatory and government affairs (GA) arenas.
At the end of the year we added John O’Brien, former IFI and Division III Chairman, in a similar part-time
role for the Automotive and Industrial Products Divisions. Our Washington representatives, the Laurin
Baker Group, kept us well advised and represented in the government affairs issues that impact our
businesses.
The office staff, Barbara and Michelle, continued to provide services to the Members at a level of
competence equal to previous significantly larger staffing levels, and along with our rent-a-controller from
PMA, we met our accounting and financial reporting needs.
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The Industry
We are going to change tack from our usual approach of first addressing the general economy, and offer
some aggregated information on the U.S. Fastener Industry we were given access to. The data is NAICSbased (332722) covering 2008 and released in June 2009.
Industry fastener production revenues in 2008 were $10.63 B with revenue projections for 2009 being
$10.76 B (probably not achieved) for 2010 at $11.09 B and 2012 at $12.04 B. These are lower than the
previously reported Freedonia projections, which were for consumption not U.S. production. U.S.
consumption was $12.02 B with $4.10 B in imports and $2.71 B in exports. Imports were up in 2008 just
over 9.1% on a year-to-year as were exports up by 5.7%. 2009 imports were down 37% and exports down
21%, reflecting the recession. Imports in 2009 were $2,650,240 M and exports were $2,025,759 M.
There were 841 fastener manufacturing entities (both independent and captive) in existence starting 2009 –
probably a few less ending 2009 – versus 937 ending 2004. The industry had 42,000 employees. In 2009,
the industry operated at just over 59% of capacity, suggesting there is in place capacity to produce $17.2 B
in product, if valued at the same prices, operating at full production capacity. The information as analyzed
showed there to be 49 upstream industries supplying the industry while product flowed to 352 identified
downstream fastener using industries. The supplying industries included the purchase of just over $895 M
in domestic wire and rod for production purposes. Inventory turns in 2009 were 2.8 down from 4.6 in 2008.
Also reflecting the economy, 84% of fastener manufacturers reported cutting jobs, and over 50% of those
cut jobs by more than 10%.
A very detailed breakdown of markets for U.S. produced products was provided. This included nine pages
of single spaced type, too voluminous to duplicate here but which can be seen at the IFI offices. Again, the
heavy consumers of fasteners were auto parts, light truck and utility vehicle parts, structural, general
machinery, heavy truck, aerospace, HVAC/appliance, electrical, ag. equipment and machinery. A few not
often mentioned users were ship building and repair ($60 M), military land vehicles ($56.8 M), arms and
ordinance ($48.4 M) and electro-medical and electro-therapeutic equipment consuming a whopping $198M.
As reported last year, medical devices are a growing market.
From a financial perspective, for the aggregated industry, the following industry Income Statement and
Balance Sheet were supplied:
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Aggregated Income Statement
Net Sales
$10,630 M
100.0%
Cost of Materials
4,517 M
42.5%
Salaries
714 M
6.7%
Wages
1,317 M
12.4%
Benefits
571 M
5.4%
Energy/Fuel
170 M
1.6%
Gross Profit
3,341 M
31.4%
Depreciation, etc. P&E
276 M
2.6%
Admin. Sales & Mkting 2,214 M
20.8%
Income/Loss from Ops.
850 M
8.0%
Interest Expense
149 M
1.4%
Other Non-Op., Exp.
128 M
1.2%
Pre-tax Income
829 M
7.8%
Tax
159 M
1.5%
Net Income
$670 M
6.3%

Aggregated Balance Sheet
Cash & Equip.
$628 M
A/R
1,279 M
Inventories
1,217 M
Other Current Assets
310 M
Total Current Assets
3,433 M
Property & Non-Current
4,316 M
Total Assets
7,749 M
Current Liabilities
1,790 M
Non-current Liabilities
2,503 M
Total Liabilities
4,293 M
Stockholders Equity
3,456 M
Total Liab. & Stkh. Equity 7,749 M

8.1%
16.5%
15.7%
4.0%
44.3%
55.7%
100.0%
23.1%
32.3%
55.4%
44.6%
100.0%

The report also provided detailed hourly wage costs for the aggregated industry; just a few examples are:
Title
CEO
Operations Mgr./GM
Sales Manager
Financial Manager
Purchasing Manager
Engineering Manager
Accountants
Mechanical Engineers
Production Occupations
Tool & Die Makers
Inspection/Testing
Forming Machine Operators

Mean $/Hr.
$74.86
54.12
50.02
43.36
37.92
46.50
29.41
31.06
16.57
19.17
16.24
15.84

General Economic Overview
For the general economic overview, we are going to again let some U.S. Department of Commerce/NAM
pretty grim pictures do the talking about what we’ve come through, and where we appear to be headed in
2010. In the USA, real GDP growth was a -2.4%, actually better than projected, with the improvement
mostly driven by inventory sell off’s which were not immediately replaced by new production. Europe and
Japan were worse and only in China did GDP growth show the vitality that all would like to see. If we go
straight to the current and projected state of the economy, the pictures show:
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The 2008-2009 Recession

*GDP less net exports, government spending and inventories
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and NAM Forecast

The economy was what it was – not pretty!

The 2008-2009 Recession

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

And it hit everything – except Government!
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The Current State of Manufacturing

Source: Federal Reserve

Manufacturing did make the turn late in 2009!

The Current State of Manufacturing
Q4 2009
Primary
GROUP1

Expansion
Recovering
Motor Vehicles

GROUP2
GROUP3

Textiles
Plastics
Machinery

Fabricated
Metals

Chemicals

Medical Equip
Electrical Equip
Apparel

Furniture

Computers

Food
Paper

Wood
Petroleum

Aerospace

Printing

Nonmetalic

Recession

Struggling

1Q Change (SAAR)

In the 4/Q 2009 most segments were in recovery (including fabricated metal)
but very few were in a growth mode.
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The Labor Market

Source: U.S. Department of Labor

As is well known, the real issue was and is the labor market.

Labor Market

35% of Employment in 2007, 76% of Employment Loss

Source: U.S. Department of Labor

Only three areas showed employment growth – education and health
services and government.
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The Decline in Manufacturing Workers is Global

Source: Commerce Department Data and World Bank

Manufacturing employment was hurt almost everywhere, and note that
China lost almost 5 times the number of workers than the U.S. did.

Business Investment (inventories)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

New business investment did not exist and because of tight credit, it
hasn’t recovered yet!
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The Outlook (Housing)

thousands (SAAR)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

The housing market tanked, but has maybe leveled out!

Business Investment (structures)

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce

Non-residential construction recovery is still not projected yet.
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The Outlook (Consumer Spending) EMPLOYMENT

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and NAM Foreceast

Consumer spending and employment are not expected to really recover
until late 2010.

The Outlook For Consumer Spending
Percent
Change

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and NAM Forecast

Consumer spending remains flat, with durable goods spending
projected to be even less in 2010 than even 2009! Not a
particularly good sign for the industry in 2010.
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The Outlook for Business Investment

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and NAM Forecast

Business investment is projected to be very limited in 2010, but to finally
improve in 2011 and 2012.

The Trade Picture Improves

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce and NAM Forecast

Exports could be what helps drive the recovery expanding at least
into 2012.
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Manufacturing Production

Source: Federal Reserve and NAM Forecast

And finally, manufacturing production should build also through 2012.

What does this tell us?
1) That 2008 and 2009 were a true and deep recession. It will be a jobless recovery, probably through
2010, and it’s global in nature, at least for manufacturing.
2) Consumer spending – 70% of the U.S. economy – is bad and probably won’t recover to normal
levels until 2011.
3) Business investment declined and will be negative into early 2010. The sales-to-inventory spread
will have to continue increasing to drive inventory restocking, and even more so to promote hiring
new employees.
4) Residential housing (affecting appliance, electrical, plumbing, etc.) may be stabilizing, but nonresidential construction has a way to go before there is any recovery.
5) Export trade could become a major factor in the recovery, but its significance in the state of the
overall U.S. economy is being questioned.
CY-2009 can only be described as a survival test, and this industry did that exceedingly well. Good balance
sheets, fast and deep cost cutting at the front end and the unwillingness to accept “bad” business probably
paid an important role in how the fastener industry weathered the storm.
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2009 In General Review
The U.S. produced about $14.463 trillion in GDP in 2009 (-2.4% for the year), of which about 70% was
again consumer spending. The Federal Budget Deficit grew to just below $1.6 trillion in 2009 and is not
expected to fall significantly for a couple of more years. CY-2010 GDP projection ranges from 2.7% by a
group of 52 leading economists to the Goldman & Sachs projection of 3% growth early in the year falling to
1.7% in the fourth quarter. CY-2011 and 2012 projections are for a return to the 4% range.
The year end trade deficit was $380 B (down 45%) with 90% of the deficit from trade with China ($227 B)
and oil. Continued currency manipulation by China and to a lesser extent by Japan and South Korea,
continued distorting the trade balances with those countries, and the fact that China did reverse its freeing
up of the float of the Yuan 2009 vs. the dollar to fuel exports and stimulate its domestic economy, continues
to hamper the U.S. recovery. U.S. productivity and corporate profits increased at year end based on
corporate cost cutting, but throughout 2009 there were serious declines in plant utilization. The 10.1%
unemployment (17.5% if you include those not trying) and particularly the loss of manufacturing jobs was
very serious (4.3 M). To understand the U.S. real position in global manufacturing, and why manufacturing
isn’t dead here yet or even likely to be in the foreseeable future, the following table shows the relative
percentage of the world’s manufacturing output attributable to various countries:

Country
U.S.
Japan
China
Germany
France
UK
Brazil
Russia
All Other

Percent of World’s
Manufacturing Output
22%
13%
12% (up from 3% in 1990)
7%
4%
3.5%
2%
1.5%
35%

The U.S. exports about 25% of its domestic output and imports 38% of its domestic consumption. So
though still very vital, the U.S. is moving toward importing too much vs. using domestic production, and
exporting too little. The undervalued and dollar-pegged Yuan is a critical part of that problem.
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Another important factor regarding the neglect of domestic manufacturing is that in the last 40 years, U.S.
GDP has grown 498%, but manufacturing output has grown only 162%. The result is a lack of pricing
power and a manufacturing decline from being 29% of GDP to now being only 11.5%. We suffer due to the
absence of a coherent national manufacturing policy.
All of this negativity is somewhat offset by the Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM) PMI rising to 54.9 at
year end, a sure indication of expected expansion in the economy. The ISM projects a 5.7% increase in
manufacturing revenues for 2010 following the 10.7% decrease in 2009. For services, the projection is
+1.3% in 2010 following a -4.5% in 2009. This is partly based on ISM’s belief the dollar will weaken vs.
major trading partners (except China because of the peg). Manufacturing capital expenditures are projected
to be -4.0% in 2010 following -7.8% in 2009 – no relief there. Manufacturing employment is projected to
+1.5% and labor and benefits costs are projected to be +1.4% in 2010.
CY 2010 GDP projections by the World Bank are 2.7% worldwide; U.S.: 2.7%; EU: 0.5%; Japan: 0.6%;
China: 9.5%; India: 7.2%; Brazil: 5.2%. Chinese exports in 2009 exceeded $1.2 trillion surpassing Germany
as the largest exporter in the world. Germany had surpassed the U.S. as the world’s leading exporter in
2003.
U.S. stock market closings at year end probably told a story not to be neglected as they recovered nicely
from the earlier period in absolute free fall.
12/31/2009
DOW
S&P
NASDAQ

10,428
1,115
2,269

The Fastener Industry
Beyond that covered earlier in this report, hard numbers for 2009 are not yet known. We do know that the
Asia/Pacific region is still outstripping the west in demand consuming over 30% of the total, while N.
America again accounted for less than 30%, W. Europe was about 25% and E. Europe/Africa/Latin
America/Middle East each counting for the balance. The trend in demand will continue to shift to the
developing areas Asia/Pacific/Africa/E. Europe/Latin America/Middle East while N. America/W. Europe/
Japan show slower growth.
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In the latest information available, U.S. fastener demand by segment for the period 2008 thru 2017 was
previously projected by Freedonia to be as follows:
U.S. INDUSTRIAL FASTENER DEMAND
YEAR
U.S. Total
OEM
Motor Vehicles
Electrical/Electronic
Industrial Machinery
Fabricated Metal Product
Aerospace
All Other OEM
MRO/Construction/Other

2008
$11.800 M
9.000 M
3.000 M
970 M
1.530 M
1.170 M
1.580 M
750 M
2.800 M

2012
$13.200 M
10.200 M
3.350 M
1.050 M
1.730 M
1.310 M
1.900 M
860 M
3.000 M

2017
$15.000 M
11.500 M
3.800 M
1.170 M
1.950 M
1.440 M
2.150 M
990 M
3.500 M

Automotive
It is no surprise that Automotive had a very, very difficult year with U.S. sales of 10,429,553 units, down
21.2% from 2008. Of more interest to fastener suppliers, the U.S. automotive production numbers were a
total of 8,806,727 units. The table below breaks this out by OEM. For 2010, projections range from 11.5M
units to 12.2M.
2009 U.S. Auto/Light Truck Production
Company

Units

GM
(W/Joint Ventures)
Ford
(W/Joint Ventures)
Chrysler
Toyota
(W/Joint Ventures)
Honda
Nissan
Mitsubishi
Hyundai
KIA
BMW
Mercedes
Volkswagen
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1,908,967
1,864,294
955,099
1,233,202
1,025,000
727,115
18,554
195,561
3,679
121,666
101,482
320,507

Perhaps as interesting as who produced how much, is what was selling by type of vehicle relative to year
end 2008:
Vehicle Type

% Change vs. 2008

Mid Size car
Small car
Luxury car
Large car
Pickup truck
Cross-Overs
Mini Vans
Mid Size SUV
Large SUV
Small SUV
Luxury SUV

– 15.7%
– 20.0%
– 24.5%
– 33.0%
– 29.7%
– 6.3%
– 30.6%
– 45.7%
– 32.7%
– 16.8%
– 32.8%

Incentives continued to drive what auto sales occurred. “Cash for clunkers” was the government’s
contribution on top of which the Detroit-3 incentives averaged $3,399 (GM the highest at $4,001) at year’s
end, the Japanese averaged $1,563 and Koreans $2,096.
Aerospace
In the Aerospace segment a different story played out in 2009 vs. 2008. Basically, in January aerospace
fastener sales fell off a cliff, led by Boeing’s 787 structural design issues. Airbus had delivery problems of
their own, and for this industry, the distributors refusing to take delivery of product previously ordered left
many in a cash flow dilemma. As a high note, the AIA did report commercial aircraft sales to be $82.5 B in
2009, up from 80.6 B in 2008. This was supplemented by military sales of $61.7 B, missile sales of $14.8 B
and space related sales of $40.4 B. Total aerospace sales for 2009 are projected to be $214.1 B, up 4%
over 2008. That, remember, is sales not deliveries. Late 787 deliveries, and the general economic
slowdown, did hit aircraft backorder levels with some cancellations resulting. Boeing did successfully fly the
787 in December which should break the log jam over time. Airbus had flown the A380 in 2007 and had 25
planes delivered and in operation in 2009. With respect to total commercial aircraft, Boeing received new
orders for 93 and delivered 437, while Airbus received orders for 194 and delivered 430. Total aerospace
orders and backlog fell about 33% in 2009 to $154.5 B. Aerospace employment also fell to 641,100 from
657,100 in 2008. Net profits in aerospace rose by 6.5% to about $15.6 B. Going into 2010, the ramp up in
F-35s is expected to partially offset the commercial downturn, if you’re on that program. In 2010, aerospace
sales are projected to be $76.7 B in commercial aircraft, $63.3 B in military, $16.7 B in missiles, $40.9 B in
space and $16.9 B in related products and services.
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Always interesting is what type civil transport aircraft make up the backlog and who they are sold to. For
year end 2009 for Boeing this would be:
Aircraft

U.S. Backlog

Foreign Backlog

491
16
26
59
132
18%

1,627
91
31
244
718
82%

737
747
767
777
787
% of the Backlog
Basis Order Value:

Total
2,118
107
57
303
850
100%

The high dependency on foreign sales is eye opening and may speak to the volatility of the numbers?
Industrial Products
In most of the Industrial Products segments things were really slow, but at year end some recovery
appeared to be occurring. Appliance is an example of where the residential housing problems and tight
credit are negatively affecting the market segment. Fewer new houses equals the need for fewer new
appliances and this carries through to electrical and plumbing products, lawn and garden, etc. Until the
surplus inventory of houses is worked off and easier credit comes back for new homes, demand here will
remain weak.
Construction machinery demand had been in a steady decline in 2008 in N. America and the 2009 results
were no better. CAT’S sales were down 37% in 2009 ($32.396 B) and even worse, were off more than 39%
for the fourth quarter 2009 vs. 2008. Never-the-less, CAT is projecting a surprise sales increase of from
10% to 25% in 2010 and is rehiring slowly to prepare for it.
Structural fasteners were supposed to be a likely beneficiary of the Obama stimulus package. Highways,
bridges, schools, hospitals and government buildings and facilities all appeared to be the intended
beneficiaries. This did occur, but probably not to the extent some expected. The “buy American” clauses in
the stimulus probably did contribute, though some of the exemptions granted did offset the full potential of
what was intended.
In the agricultural sector,

JOHN DEERE’S

2009 worldwide sales were $23.1 B, down 19% from 2008,

generating a net income of $873 M. Non-North American sales were 37% of the total, consistent with the
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global objectives of the company’s sales and marketing programs. Their global workforce is now about
50,000 employees.
Imports/Exports
IFI’s 2009 Import/Export Report will show a continuing marked shift in import totals and their country of
origin.
•

U.S. Fastener Imports in 2009 were $2,650.240 M or 1,883,494,128 pounds (down 39.0% from
2008).

•

U.S. Fastener Exports were $2,025.759 M or 1,525,729,419 pounds (up 6.6%).

•

The top export countries of origin for the imported products were as follows:
Country
Value ($M)
World
$2,650.240
Taiwan
812.145
China
616.697
Japan
357.321
Canada
201.768
Germany
128.656
UK
66.038
France
55.227
India
54.764
Korea, South
53.840
Italy
51.657
Other countries
252.126

% of Total
100.0%
30.6
23.3
13.5
7.6
4.9
2.5
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
9.5

% Change vs. 2008
– 37.1%
– 39.7
– 35.8
– 31.4
– 42.8
– 38.2
– 32.3
– 23.5
– 37.3
– 38.2
– 48.4
– 34.2

$/Lb.
$1.41
1.13
0.97
3.06
1.76
1.48
16.12
19.75
1.14
1.67
2.47
––

With duties now imposed on fastener imports from China and Taiwan by Canada, S. Africa, and on
standard products coming from China into the EU, the question of where these Chinese exports are now
finding a home could still become a major issue. We continue to watch the developments, maintain contact
with an excellent group of trade attorneys in Washington on a gratis basis and will keep you advised as this
plays out. Likewise, it behooves you to let us know if you see significant trade disruptions develop. With
respect to U.S. exports, 57.9% were NAFTA trade with Canada and Mexico.
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Raw Materials
Raw materials and energy cost were not the major concern they were in 2008. It is almost certain China will
at some point again cause problems in these areas, driving up import prices, iron ore contract rates, scrap
prices and the cost of other alloying materials, but that may not happen in 2010. In the U.S., raw steel
production declined and four wire rod mills were shuttered. It is expected that one, and maybe two, will
restart operations in 2010, but some wire rod allocations are definitely possible if the auto industry
rebounds too quickly, as it reportedly takes about 6 months to rehire, retrain and restart a mill. From an
energy perspective, oil ended the year at $72/bbl. Vast new natural gas findings, and LNG processing
facility start-ups, argue that absent expanded military or political actions contrary to the interest of energy
production, we could be in a period of relative stability in this arena. Iran is probably the wild card in this
mix.
Government Affairs
IFI continues to be very ably represented in Washington by our GA Counsel, the Laurin Baker Group. This
year again significant issues were addressed and brought to a favorable resolution for the Membership.
The “specialty metals” changes requested were won and successfully codified in the DFARS, and improved
Export Controls/ITAR regulations favorable to the industry were issued. The Bakers also continued
representing us at the U.S. CBP/DHS and Defense Criminal Investigative Service discussions on
preventing counterfeit fastener products from entering the U.S. stream of commerce. Division II continued
its successful participation in discussions to delay the implementation of SCAQMD Rule-1144, which would
have precluded the use of certain critical metal working fluids, lubricants and rust inhibitors in California.
The Bakers continued to monitor new legislation, particularly taxes (LIFO repeal), cap & trade issues,
EFCA/Card Check and a variety of trade issues.
INSTITUTE OPERATIONS
Operationally, the Institute did O.K., particularly relative to its peer metalworking associations, with the
previously noted small positive balance from Total Operations. Reserves continued to build slightly and are
now valued at over $1.1 million. At current market value we had an $82,328 gain in value during the year
from investments.
The Inch Fastener Standards, 7th Edition, continued to sell, but below expectations generating $74,762 in
revenue. Selling the desktop printed version of the Metric Fastener Standards, 3rd Edition, the new “IFI
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Supplemental Standards” and other publications generated an additional $44,356. The IFI Technology
Connection subscription service sales remained slow probably as a result of the economy, with $24,750 in
new sales. The brand new IFI Fastener Technology Handbook was completed and sales will commence
first quarter 2010. The Institute’s Annual Meeting at Ventana Canyon, Tucson, AZ and Fall Meeting at the
Four Seasons, Palm Beach, FL were good events, rich in take home value, and offered great networking
opportunities. A blend of technical, business, government affairs and economic forecasts were part of both
programs.
Our coordination with other associations continued and along with the start of the 5th year of our office colocation with the Precision Metalforming Association (PMA). A third association is now joining our group,
the National Tooling & Manufacturing Association (NTMA) – the CNC guys. They will move in during 2010,
relocating from Washington, D.C. Our joint venture with four other metalworking associations (PMA, FIA,
SMI and NFFA) to form the Metalworking Health Insurance Trust continues to grow slowly. Our regular
information exchange and coordination with the Original Equipment Suppliers Association (OESA)
continues to bear fruit; the co-location of our Aerospace Division meetings with the Aerospace Locknut
Manufacturers Association (ALMA), and our regular participation with the National Association of
Manufacturers (NAM) on a variety of industry and government affairs initiatives have all expanded the
depth and breadth of our influence. Within the industry, our coordination with the NFDA, MWFA,
LAFA/WAFDA and the Fastener Industry Coalition (FIC) continued when common cause was identified. We
teamed up with LAFA to develop the Fastener Training Institute – Chicago 2009 a week long “fastener
specialist” training program which will again be held in May of 2010, this time in Cleveland, hosted at the
IFI/PMA headquarters building. Educational involvement remained a key theme in 2009, as Division II
coordinated with the State of California Community College system in the Aerospace Fastener
Manufacturing curriculum at El Camino College under the auspices of the California Center for Applied
Competitive Technologies where actual fastener manufacturing equipment has now been installed. These
remain a huge leap forward for IFI, formalizing the fastener training aspects of our fastener industry
mission.
The current financial condition of the Institute can be seen in the following financials for December 31, 2009
and the 2010 Budget. In 2010 we are again projecting break even or better from Operations and a further
addition to Reserves from our special projects. Early in the year, a $37,000 draw from Reserves will be
made to finance our royalty agreement with ASTM, as we will be commencing work in 2010 on the new
Fastener Standards edition, which will be reproduced biannually and printed only as needed to meet actual
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demand using the power of desktop publishing. These P & I activities remain a very critical piece of
financing the Institute’s operations and maintaining stability with dues. With our annual operating cost now
just below $780,000 (not including Annual and Fall meetings expense); we are well below the $1.5 million
operating cost we had when it was at its highest level.
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MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Trade associations were formed because it was recognized early on that individual companies could not
sufficiently influence their industries customers or the government as successfully as a group of companies
working together could. Trade associations were formed to meet that need. Today trade associations are
almost a necessity in a globally competitive business world and almost all governments recognize them as
institutions that advance the nation’s industries in ways no other organization could.
Members and non-members contemplating membership frequently ask, can I afford to be a member of a
trade association. Is the money I pay worth the investment? By joining the association will I be provided
with opportunities and information to better run my business? These are the issues and why companies
have an association membership. Our challenge is to provide a value proposition in which the reward
consistently exceeds the cost. This is particularly true when confronted with difficult times, customers who
don’t understand the industry, and government issues directly impacting the members, as the association is
the venue where ideas and information can be exchanged to the benefit of all. The issue of a “value
proposition” is what drove our deeper drive into a new Strategic Plan for IFI. This Strategic Plan comprises
the last section of this Annual Report, and you are encouraged to review it and provide your
input/comments to the Officers, Board and Staff.
What, therefore, is it that IFI strives to provide its members?
1) Networking opportunities with peers and key suppliers to the industry is almost everyone’s first
consideration.
2) A voice and source of advocacy for the industry which is recognized by the public, the industry’s
customers, and the government.
3) A forum to collectively develop and share the cost of information gathering, training, carrying out
industry specific technical and business oriented projects, and as a vehicle to coordinate projects
of joint interest to the industry and with the key customers of and the suppliers to the industry.
4) A mechanism by which to represent the industry on technical and standards-based issues
nationally and internationally in the interest of the member companies and their supply base.
5) The vehicle to coordinate with other associations in N. American manufacturing’s best interest.
These are the functions performed by IFI’s Divisions, Committees, Working Groups and by the Staff of the
Institute under the direction of the Board of Directors. For 2009, the scope of these activities is briefly
summarized below with the IFI providing qualified staff to attend industry meetings taking up to more than
60 meeting days per year, plus travel time. This shared representation is a cost saving for Members who do
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not all have to also attend all these meetings themselves. This unified representation also allows for
coordination amongst and between the various bodies and activities rationalizing the decisions being
reached. Over the course of a year IFI will attend multiple meetings of the following:
• ASTM – F-16
• ASME – B-18 and B-1
• SAE – Fastener Committee and E-25
• International Standards Organization (ISO) – TC2
• Aerospace Industries Association NASC
• The Aerospace Government/Industries Working Group (GIFWG)
• At the National Association of Manufactures (NAM)
- International Economic Policy Committee and the Subcommittee on China
- Coalition for a Sound Dollar
- Coalition for the Future of Manufacturing
- Associations Council
- OSHA Policy Group
• The Research Council on Bolted Joints
• The Metalworking Industries Associations Executive Committee
• The Automotive Industries Action Group (AIAG) – Packaging & Logistics and Quality Committees
• The Metalworking Manufacturing Coalition and the MMC Health Insurance Trust
• The Original Equipment Suppliers Association (OESA) workshops and seminars on the
automotive supply chain.
Additionally, the Institute provides the vehicle for Member companies to gain the advantage of coordination
with other like-minded organizations on issues of direct concern to the Members. These relationships
leverage the political reach of the Membership on government affairs and issues of business concerns
where common interests exist. This spreads the cost of such activities over a broader base and makes
accessible to IFI’s Members the best thinking of the combined groups without the cost burden of having to
belong to multiple organizations, or of having to house all such expertise at the IFI, or in the individual
companies. Key groups IFI regularly coordinates with include:
Fastener Organizations:
• European Industrial Fastener Institute (EIFI)
• Fastener Institute of Japan (FIJ)
• Brazilian Fastener Institute (SINPA)
• Taiwan Industrial Fasteners Institute (TIFI)
• Chinese Fastener Association
• National Fastener Distributors Association (NFDA)
• Other Distributor organizations: CBNSA/WAFDA/
LAFA, etc.

Other Metalworking Organizations:
• Precision Metalforming Association (PMA) – stamping & pressing
• Precision Machined Parts Association (PMPA) – screw machine
• Spring Manufacturers Institute (SMI) – spring making
• Forging Industry Association (FIA) – forging
• Tooling & Manufacturing Association (TMA)
• American Bearing Manufacturing Association (ABMA)
• American Gear Manufacturing Association (AGMA)
• American Iron & Steel Institute (AISI)
• Metal Treating Institute (MTI)
• National Association of Manufacturers (NAM)
• National Tooling & Manufacturing Association (NTMA)
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Other Institute activities include developing and/or acquiring and disseminating industry information. These
surveys and studies are able to be done on a shared cost basis and would possibly not be done at all if left
to individual companies. Included are:
•
•
•
•
•

IFI “Import/Export Report”
Reports on the global steel and other raw materials markets
Benchmarking Surveys
Washington newsletters from a variety of Association sources (NAM, AIA, Credit-Suisse, etc.)
Periodic e-mails, broadcast faxes and website updates on critical issues impacting the industry.

Finally, at our Annual Spring, Fall, and periodic Divisional meetings, critical issues speakers and
presentations are hosted on a shared cost basis. In 2009 these included:
•

Alan Beaulieu’s semi-annual U.S. Fastener Economic Forecast

•

Laurin and Jennifer Baker’s IFI Government Affairs Briefings

•

Former National Labor Relations Board member, Peter Kirsanow, on the Employee Free
Choice Act

•

Rebecca Rolfes on social networking as a business tool

•

Former NFDA Chairman, Bill Derry, on how distribution is weathering the economic turmoil

•

Joe Calhoon on the keys to developing a high performance organization

•

Craig Fitzgerald, Plante Moran, on the mess in automotive

•

A variety of attorneys and experts on how suppliers can deal with chapter 11 issues and
bankrupt customers

•

IFI Member, Jennifer Friel on implementing a “wellness program” to help control health care
cost

Developing common opportunities and dealing with common problems, along with networking, are what
drives membership in trade associations. Your participation in the IFI is much appreciated and gives you a
seat at the table in deciding what those issues will be and how they will be dealt with. At worst, or perhaps
most importantly, it is an insurance policy providing you a seat at the table and your entrée to proactively
help in shaping the future your business will exist in.
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITIES IN 2009
Technical Support for the IFI Membership
Joe Greenslade, Director of Engineering Technology, continued to lead the technical efforts of the IFI
though 2009.
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Find a Supplier Program – 33,617 opportunities for members
The IFI Find a Supplier Program enables fastener purchasers to quickly and easily find the IFI Members
and/or Associates that supply the fasteners they are looking for through the IFI website. This program
yielded 33,617 opportunities for Company and Associate Members in 2009 verses 31,570 in 2008. That
was a 6.5% increase in prospective fastener buyer searches in one of the worst years in the fastener
industry.
IFI Technical Projects Programs
Four projects were pursued using the IFI Technical Project Management System in 2009.
1. An IFI TechBulletin was published on acknowledging and explaining the issues associated with
recess fill when applying dip-spin types of finishes on recessed fasteners.
2. An IFI TechBulletin was published on a guide for designating metric machine screw and spaced
thread screws to avoid confusion and errors.
3. In the first quarter of 2009 it was learned that a large foreign supplier of Grade 5 bolts had shipped
millions of parts into the United States in the recent past made from an unapproved grade of raw
material. The IFI employed its project management system for the Fastener Industry Education
Group to prepare a notice to industry regarding the exact nature of this problem and suggestions
on how to respond to it. The product in question was determined to be non-conforming to the SAE
J429 standard, but the product did not result in dangerous product failures. From the first notice of
this issue until the issuance of an industry notification it took less than 30 days to complete.
4. In the last quarter of 2009 the Aerospace Fastener Division requested the initiation of a project to
develop an IFI standard for the detection and evaluation of surface contamination on Al6 – 4V
titanium fasteners. This evaluation has been a requirement for many years, but there has never
been a standardized method of detecting and measuring surface contamination. This has resulted
in IFI member companies having to deal with many disputes with customers over evaluation
results. The project to create this standard is expected to be complete no later than the second
quarter in 2010.
IFI Technology Connection™
The IFI Technology Connection is the IFI’s online standards data retrieval system that greatly speeds up
obtaining all relative technical data including dimensions, physical requirements, and recommended
tightening values from a single 10 second search. This service is offered to non-IFI companies on an
annual subscription basis and it is free to all IFI members as one of their benefits of membership. During
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2009 the IFI Technology Connection capabilities were enhanced with the introduction of two fastener
applications capabilities.
1. The first was a means of determining how much length of thread engagement is required for
various strengths of bolts in various strengths of materials is required to utilize the full strength of
the bolt. The user uses pull down menus to select the size and strength level of the screw or bolt
and the application material. After the selection, a single click provides the minimum length of
engagement required for that application.
2. The second enhancement was the introduction of a capability to find recommended hole sizes for
all types of tapping screws in a variety of materials. The user selects the size and type of tapping
screw and the material in the application. With one click the user is provided the recommended
hole size for the application.
Due to the economy in 2009 there was little growth in subscribers, but as the economy has improved new
potential user issue has increased and it is expected that 2010 will see the resumption of subscriber
growth.
Fastener Standards Activities – supporting and protecting fastener manufacturers
The most time-consuming activities for the IFI technical staff each year are working with various standards
organizations in the development and maintenance of fastener standards. In 2009 there were 20 days of
on-site standards meetings. Each day of on-site standards meetings requires three or more days of
preparation and/or follow-up activity. This level of involvement is extremely important to assure standards
are not introduced or changed that will increase fastener manufacturer’s burdens and/or unnecessary
costs.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)
Following are the ASME standards that were issued during 2009 as either new standards or
updates of previously existing standards:
B18.2.5M-2009, Twelve Point Head Bolts – Metric Series
B18.16M-2009, Prevailing-Torque Type Steel Metric Hex Nuts and Hex Flange Nuts
(reaffirmed)
B18.21.1-2009, Washers: Helical Spring-Locking, Tooth Lock, and Plain – Inch Series
B18.31.3-2009, Threaded Rod – Inch Series
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Revisions on the following were begun and will be completed before mid-2010:
B18.2.6, Structural Fasteners - Inch Series
B18.2.1, Hex, Heavy Hex, and Askew Head Bolts and Hex, Heavy Hex, Hex Flange,
Lobed Head, and Lag Screws - Inch Series
B18.2.2, Square, Hex, Hex Flange, Coupling, and Machine Screw Nuts - Inch Series
B18.6.3, Small Screws, Machine and Tapping - Inch Series
B18.18, Quality Assurance for Mechanical Fasteners
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM)
Following are the ASTM standards that were issued during 2008 as either new standards or
updates of previously existing standards:
A325M-09 Standard Specification for Structural Bolts, Steel, Heat Treated 830 MPa
Minimum Tensile Strength [Metric]
A325-09a Standard Specification for Structural Bolts, Steel, Heat Treated, 120/105 ksi
Minimum Tensile Strength
A490-09 Standard Specification for Structural Bolts, Alloy Steel, Heat Treated, 150 ksi
Minimum Tensile Strength
A490M-09a Standard Specification for High-Strength Steel Bolts, Classes 10.9 and 10.9.3,
for Structural Steel Joints (Metric)
F436-09 Standard Specification for Hardened Steel Washers
F436M-09 Standard Specification for Hardened Steel Washers [Metric]
F606-09 Standard Test Methods for Determining the Mechanical Properties of Externally
and Internally Threaded Fasteners, Washers, Direct Tension Indicators, and Rivets
F959-09 Standard Specification for Compressible-Washer-Type Direct Tension Indicators
for Use with Structural Fasteners
F1470-09 Standard Practice for Fastener Sampling for Specified Mechanical Properties
and Performance Inspection
F1789-09a Standard Terminology for F-16 Mechanical Fasteners
F2282-03(2009) Standard Specification for Quality Assurance Requirements for Carbon
and Alloy Steel Wire, Rods, and Bars for Mechanical Fasteners
F2403-09 Standard Specification for Inch Series Machine Screws, Carbon Steel, 60 000
psi Tensile Strength
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A193/193M-2009 Standard Specification for Alloy-Steel and Stainless Steel Bolting
Materials for High Temperature or High Pressure Service and Other Special Purpose
Applications
A194/194M-2009 Standard Specification for Carbon and Alloy Steel Nuts for Bolts for High
Pressure or High Temperature Service, or Both
SAE International
The SAE Industrial Fastener Committee has been mostly dormant in recent years. At the
2009 meeting it was determined that ASME and ASTM would look at creating standards to
take the place of existing SAE industrial standards over the next few years. Some work
was started in that direction, but no firm decisions or commitments were made by the end
of 2009.
International Standards Organization (ISO)
The ISO TC2 Fastener Committee met in Tokyo, Japan in October of 2009. There is
growing atmosphere of cooperation among the delegates of the various countries and
more progress on ISO standards is expected in coming years.
ISO 898 Part 1 – 2009, Mechanical Properties of Fasteners – Part 1: Bolts, Screws, and
Studs, was published after 10 years in the revision process.
Work continues on ISO 10683 to cover all different types of zinc flake, dip-spin applied
finishes.
The USA will be the host country for the 2010 TC2 meetings in October. The meetings will
be held at the IFI Headquarters in Independence, Ohio.
Research Council on Structural Connections (RCSC)
This organization has only one standard that is followed in the construction industry wherever steel
framing is used structurally; primarily in multi-story buildings and bridges. The IFI hosted the 2009
RCSC meeting in June of 2009 for three days. Proposed changes to the RCSC standard were
reviewed and several research project reports were presented to the group. No specific plans
were made to publish a standards revision during 2009.
The 2010 meeting will be hosted in Vermont in June by APPLIED BOLTING TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS, an
IFI Associate member.
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Industry Training
Part of the technical role of the IFI is to provide training materials and programs to the industry on subjects
related to the proper manufacturing, selection, inspection, and use of mechanical fasteners. Two projects
were worked on during 2009.
Fastener Training Institute
In May of 2009 the IFI participated in organizing and presenting the first Fastener Training
Institute program in Chicago. About 25 people attended the 5 day training session. Many basic
topics and subjects were covered by a team of three instructors with heavy emphasis on fastener
standards, their content, and their common interpretations. In addition to about 30 classroom
hours, participants visited

SEMBLEX CORPORATION

to see cold heading, roll threading, and SEMS

assembly. They then visited a heat treating and plating firm. The third stop was

ATF, INC.,

where

they were shown in-process quality assurance and laboratory procedures. The final visit was to
NYLOK CORPORATION

where the participants saw the application of thread adhesives and sealants to

internally and externally threaded fasteners.
The participants gave the program high marks with 100% saying they would recommend to their
management teams that more of their associates should be sent to future offerings by the Fastener
Training Institute. The next program is scheduled in July of 2010 at the IFI Headquarters in
Independence, Ohio.
Fastener Machine Operators Training
In 2007 it was recognized that the aerospace fastener companies located in the Los Angeles area
were being held back by a serious lack of trained machinery operators. The IFI Aerospace
Fastener Division Manager started exploring the possibility of creating a training program through
El Camino College. The college agreed to take on the project which was developed throughout
2008. In early 2009 the first class of about 30 participants was completed.
Most went on to apprenticeships in the LA area fastener manufacturing companies, but due to an
unfortunate downturn in the aerospace market, only a few obtained permanent placement. Much
was learned by the college administration and by the sponsoring companies.
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As of the end of 2009 the program was being refined and improved and many pieces of fastener
manufacturing and inspection equipment were donated by fastener industry companies to give the
program more hands-on opportunities. The aerospace fastener companies know that the demand
will come back in the relatively near future and machine operators will again be a significant issue.
This program will be a part of the future of the LA area fastener manufacturing community and the
IFI will continue its input and support of the program.
IFI Publications
IFI Fastener Technology Handbook™ - this 313 page hardback book was developed during
2009 and became available in January 2010. This is a book about fastener technology and is not a
standards book and is ideally suited for educating fastener supplier employees and end users. For
the first time the IFI is making this book available for fastener suppliers to have their name and/or
logo embossed on the book’s cover to use as a customer give-away if they purchase the books in
quantity.
IFI Inch Standards Book – during 2009 agreements were reached with ASME, ASTM, and SAE
for the publication of the next update of the IFI Inch Fastener Standards book. This book will be
prepared during 2010 for publication in January 2011. Due to the use of modern publication
technology, future revisions of this and the IFI Metric Fastener Standards book will be more
frequent than the 10 year average of the past.
DIVISION I: INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS
Division I continued to provide outstanding speakers at our Annual and Fall Meetings, particularly Alan
Beaulieu’s annual economic projection for the North American Fastener Industry. The Division also
continued its strong support for the small products engineering activities, the Research Council on
Structural Connections, the Bolting Technology Council and the Hydrogen Embrittlement Study being
conducted at McGill University.
The Division was ably chaired by John Grabner of

CARDINAL FASTENER

& SPECIALTY CO., INC. and Preston

Boyd of HILL FASTENER CORPORATION.
DIVISION II: AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Division II maintained its very high level of activity in both the technical and legislative arenas. The key
legislative issues continued to revolve around the specialty metals procurement policies within the
Department of Defense (DoD) and on the export licensing requirements for dual use aerospace fastener
products.
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At the Division’s request, the Institute membership approved an amendment to the IFI Articles allowing the
Division to create a special membership class, an “affiliate” member, so very clearly defined aerospace
distributors could join the Division with limited rights with respect to overall Institute positions and activities.
The Division has not initiated the changes allowed as of this time.
Other issues receiving the Division’s attention during the year were:
•

The NADCAP/PRI initiative to force additional aerospace fastener manufacturers’ audits was
successfully stopped.

•

The aerospace fastener manufacturing training program at El Camino College continued in the
development of the curriculum and added machinery and equipment.

•

The Southern California Air Quality Management District PR-1144 regulations governing VOC’s
and lubricants implementation was successfully stalled for at least one year.

•

Cadmium replacement and tapping/internal thread forming presentations were successfully
delivered to the government and the industry.

•

Quality issues focused on C=0, QSL and QPL issues continued to receive attention.

•

Representation continued on all the aerospace fastener committees – GIFWIG, NASC, AFSAC,
ISO TC 20/SC4 and SAE E-25.

Mr. Pat Meade continued as IFI’s Manager of the Aerospace Division, which was ably led by Chairman
Tom Rutan, B & B SPECIALTIES/GS AEROSPACE and Technical Chair Owe Carlsson, ALCOA FASTENING SYSTEMS.
Mr. Donnie Autry, MACLEAN-ESNA was elected Vice Chairman.
DIVISION III: AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY FASTENER GROUP (AIFG)
Division III continued its usual hectic pace, with meetings every other month. Chapter 11 filings by two of
the Detroit-3, and in the upper tiers of the supply base, continued and the Division’s programs stayed
focused on protecting receivables and in understanding the structural changes taking place in the
automotive marketplace. This fueled the initiative to increase knowledge on how to diversify and how to do
business in other segments of the industry. Interaction and information sharing with USCAR, AIAG, OESA
and PMA continued at an active and useful level.
During the “What’s New” section of the Division III meetings, the Division periodically heard presentations
on a variety of subjects immediately useful in their operations. These ranged from technical topics and
supply contract issues to what will drive the availability and price of raw material.
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The Division was ably chaired by Mark Quebbeman,

SEMBLEX CORPORATION.

The sixth annual “John D.

Fischer” Memorial Golf Tournament was not held due to the economic stress in the industry, but will be
held again in 2010.
ASSOCIATE SUPPLIERS’ DIVISION
The Associate Suppliers’ Division (ASD) continued with a valuable series of presentations important to the
fastener manufacturing process. ASD also supplied speakers to both Division II and Division III on topics of
particular interest to those groups. The group was ably Chaired by Bruce Smith,
CORPORATION.
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CARPENTER TECHNOLOGY

Industrial Fasteners Institute
2010 - 2015
Strategic Plan
Approved: 12/7/09
Vision: To be the globally recognized, North American focused, leading
association representing the interests of the manufacturers of mechanical
fasteners and formed parts, and the key suppliers to the industry, fostering
their working together to shape the future of the industry.
Mission: To represent the industry to its suppliers, customers, the
government, and the public-at-large to advance the competitiveness,
products, and innovative technology of the Member Companies in a global
marketplace.
Operational Values: To be Member driven, Board led, focused on
continuous improvement in the process of serving our members in their
voluntary participation in the development of business, technical and
government affairs programs, and issues important to the industry’s
success.
Strategic Plan Committee Members: Ed Plomer – Illinois Tool Works,
Larry Valeriano – California Screw Products Corporation, Karl Hutter –
Click Bond, Inc., John Grabner – Cardinal Fastener & Specialty Co., Inc.,
Herman van Maaran – Kamax L.P., Don George – ND Industries, Inc., Rob
Harris – IFI

NOTE: Items not underlined are being done to some extent now.
Underlined items are those which need to be initiated.
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GOAL 1:

Maintain Financial Stability of the Institute

Objectives
A. Maintain a
minimum of one
(1) year of
budgeted
operational
expenses in the
IFI Reserves

B. Develop annual
budgets that
balance with
revenue

C. Manage
Operating Budget
Expenses as
budgeted

Strategies

Responsibility

Evidence/Timeline

1. Prepare and report to the board the
level of IFI Reserves as managed by
CCAM, Capital Asset Management,
LLC
2. Review performance of IFI Reserves

•

Managing Director

•
•

Quarterly report to the Board
Give early notice to the Board of any unplanned
possible requirement to draw on reserves

•

Treasurer

•

Quarterly and at the annual Finance Committee
Meeting

3. Schedule CCM to present to the
Board at the Annual Meeting

•

Managing Director

•

At the Fall Meeting of the Board

4. Establish annual ROI objectives and
investment guidelines for CCM

•

Board of Directors

•

At the Fall Meeting of the Board

1. Forecast projected revenue &
expenses

•

Managing Director

•

In preparation for the annual Finance Committee
Meeting

2. Establish a 12 month budget that
balances with expected revenues

•

Finance Committee

•

For approval by the Board and IFI Membership at
the Fall Meeting

3. Reforecast revenue and expenses
quarterly and explain variances

•

Managing Director

•

Quarterly

1. Maintain operating expenses in line
with the annual budget

•

Managing Director

•

Monthly budget reviews

2. Identify areas to reduce expenses

•

Managing Director

•

At quarterly reviews with the Treasurer and in year
end projections for the Board

•

At quarterly reviews with the Treasurer and in
year end projections for the Board – TO DO

3. Identify revenue shortfall and report
to Executive Committee in a timely
manner
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Objectives

Strategies

D. Manage Annual &
Fall Meeting
Expenses in line
with direction of
the Board

1. Plan meeting and budget in line with
direction set by the Board based on
the “breakeven principal”

E. Look at options
to maintain
revenues from
non-dues
sources at
“20%” each
year.

1. Track non-dues revenue from
current sources. i.e. P&I
2. Analyze and report out other new
non-revenue options as they
become known

Responsibility
•

Evidence/Timeline

Managing Director and
Chairman with Meeting
Planner
Managing Director and
Meeting Planner

•

Pre-Annual and Fall Meeting projection to the
Executive Committee

•

Post meeting report out to the Board

•

Managing Director

•

Quarterly reviews with updated year-end projections

•

Technical Director

•

By submission of Non-Dues Revenues Program
Approval Request form

3. Approve new non-dues projects

•

P&I Committee

•

Recommend approval and funding to the Board and
Membership via Project Approval Process and
Annual Budgets when submitted

4. Benchmark like organizations for
new ideas

•

Managing Director

•

Measure ideas brought forth and performance to
maintain non-dues revenue at “20%” or more
annually for review at Annual Meeting

•
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GOAL 2:

Have a Clear Value Proposition and Communicate Effectively

Objectives

Strategies

Responsibility
•
•
•

Evidence/Timeline
•

A. Develop and
implement
communication
tools to inform
the members and
the industry on
relevant matters

1. Identify methods to communicate
effectively with all members

B. Provide annual
reviews and biannual updates of
the Strategic Plan

1. Review Plan for accuracy and
alignment with goals
2. Make adjustments when necessary

•

Strategic Plan Committee

•

Acceptance of proposed changes at the Annual
Meeting by the Board

C. Define the value
proposition to be
clear to all current
and prospective
members

1. Provide a one-page summary of
what the IFI is, does, and stands
for, for current and prospective
members (see Goal 2A)

•

Managing Director

•

For approval by the Board at the 2010 Annual
Meeting and delivered to the Membership and
prospective new members thereafter

•

Technical Director

•

Attend, and when possible, lead technical
organizations of concern: ASME, ASTM, ISO, SAE,
SCBT

•

Division Managers

•

Gain access to key customer and supplier
groups representing industries of concern to us

D. As the technical
voice of the
industry, implement
tools to maintain
the IFI as the
leading fastener

1. Have representation in all key
industry related organizations

Managing Director
Technical Director
P&I Committee
Establish a process to
start with an agenda
item at the Annual Mtg.
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•

Define initial deliverables to accomplish objective at
the 2010 Annual Meeting
- IFI Annual Report and a focused abstract
- Other (to be defined) – “State of the
Industry” periodically, quarterly? Semiannual?
Define schedules for other deliverables

Objectives
association in the
eyes of the
fastener community

E. Promote
involvement of
the highest level
management
personnel from
member
companies at IFI
meetings and
activities

Strategies
2. Identify key industry markets:
i.e. aerospace & automotive, and
have IFI attendance and
representation at those
industries’ gatherings

1. Develop program for outreach to
Senior Officer level personnel

Responsibility

Evidence/Timeline

•

Managing Director

•

Attend key industry organizations’ meetings and
committees: MMC, NAM/CMA, OESA, USCAR,
(How can we do this better?)
In 2010 create a list of key customer groups
and/or associations that can improve IFI
visibility for divisions?

•

Board

•

Board members to selectively send personal
invitations to the Annual and Fall Meetings to Senior
Officers with whom they have a personal/business
relationship

•

IFI Chairman

•

Send periodic letter to top executives of member
companies to encourage their involvement in IFI
meetings and activities.
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GOAL 3:

Maintain Position as the Industry’s Top Technical Resource and Facilitator

Objectives

Strategies

Responsibility

Evidence/Timeline

A. Staff IFI
appropriately to
support a strong
technical
presence

1. Maintain a Technical Director as a
key employee of the Institute
2. Review job description to maintain
role in line with the IFI mission
3. Promote a web-based technical
database (ITC)

•

•

B. Maintain
participation in
key industry
standards and
technical
committees

1. Identify and participate in national
and international committees and
organizations that promote fastener
standards, manufacturing, and
technology

•

C. Expand training
options for
fastening,
fastener
manufacturing,
and other
processes
associated with
same, i.e., heat
treat, plating &
coating, etc.

1. Recognizing the need to promote
fastener manufacturing excellence,
methods, new developments, and
applications, create training
resources through alignment with
relevant organizations to advance
such education such as the Fastener
Training Institute, El Camino
College.

•

Technical Director and
Division Managers

•

Report to Board at Annual and Fall Meetings IFI’s
participation in educational groups of interest—
target would be one group per Division over the fiveyear period

•

Technical Director

•

To solicit interest in IFI as a participant in the
educational arena, submit not less than three
articles for publication in technical magazines
annually

•

Managing Director and
Technical Director

•

Introduce concept for discussion at the 2010
Annual Meeting

2. Evaluate developing an annual IFI
Scholarship program with a key
educational institution or
organization

Managing Director

•
•

Technical Director on staff at all times and jointly ID
potential protégés at 2010 Annual Meeting
Written job description review annually

Technical Director

•
•

Presentation to Board at 2010 Annual Meeting
IFI Technology Connection

Technical Director

•

Annual report of committees’ work to the Board at
the Annual and Fall Meetings
List of IFI staff and company participants on
various standards organizations. (web site,
annual report, membership directory?)

•
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Objectives

Strategies

D. Expand the use
of former industry
executives to
represent and
promote IFI to
members,
prospective
members, and
their customers

1. Pattern this development on Division
II success with Pat Meade and new
Division III initiative with John
O’Brien

Responsibility
•

Managing Director

Evidence/Timeline
•

•
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Survey industry segments / groups of segments for
a potential nucleus for an Industrial Products
Division Manager and present at the Fall 2010
Board Meeting – allow time for new Division III
initiative to resolve itself
Division II complete, Division III in process

GOAL 4:

Promote the Best Interest of North American-Based Fastener Manufacturing

Objectives
A. Provide
awareness of,
and interaction
with, global
fastener
associations,
companies, and
user industries
B. Explore export
opportunities and
the development
of those
opportunities for
domestic
manufacturers

Strategies

Responsibility

Evidence/Timeline

• Engage with fastener associations
nationally and globally in order to
promote awareness of IFI and
educate our members of global
activities.

•

Managing Director

•

Invite attendance at selected IFI meetings and
reciprocate by attending theirs – CFA, EIFI, JIFI,
SINPA, MWFA, NFDA, PWFA, etc. – Supply
tentative schedule for same at 2010 Annual Board
Meeting

• Explore U.S. Dept. of Commerce
export assistance programs

•
•

Managing Director
Division Managers

•

Identify Export Assistance Programs
presentations and training and discuss at the
2010 Annual Meeting Division Meetings
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GOAL 5:

Identify Growth Opportunities for the Institute Membership

Objectives

Strategies
•

A. Expand the
membership by
10% annually.

C. (Revisit in the
future Strategic
Planning
Reviews)
Evaluate adding
new fastener
Divisions, i.e.,
construction,
medical devices,
plastic fasteners,
alternative
energy special
applications

Managing Director

Evidence/Timeline
•
•

1. Expand the potential new member
list and develop an “active”
marketing campaign to attract new
members.

B. Member retention
program

Responsibility

2. Engage with all current members
and encourage an active
participation in IFI activities.
1. Review key markets in which to
expand the IFI influence

•

Division Chairmen

•

Division Managers to have potential new members
attend next scheduled meetings

•

Managing Director

•

Present draft program at the 2010 Spring Board
Meeting to determine follow on needed and
implementing goals to be added to the plan—
review at every Board Meeting as a priority

•

Managing Director

•

Division Managers to have potential new members
attend next scheduled meetings

•

Division Chairmen

•

Reference Goal 2E

•

Managing Director

•

Develop “new membership” options and
alternatives list for Board discussion
Survey Membership for new “end use” market
segments they believe might be sustainable as
focus for discrete meeting(s) and present at 2010
Spring Board Meeting

•

2. Meet with key manufactures in these
potential new markets to gauge
interest in joining IFI and what IFI
can bring to the table
3. Evaluate horizontal expansion of
existing Divisions, i.e., DoD Land &
Sea vs. just Aerospace

Monthly tracking of new membership development
status - MSDR
Quarterly report to Board on new membership
development activities

•

Managing and Technical
Directors

•

Provide Board preliminary list of proposed
meetings and factors supporting their inclusion on
list for same

•

Division Managers

•

Discuss at Division Meetings when this goal is
accepted by Board for action
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GOAL 6:

Have an Effective Government Affairs (GA) Program and Washington Presence

Objectives

Strategies

A. Define the
proposed focus,
intent, and level of
GA representation
the Institute is
recommended to
support

•

•

B. Create an effective
line item budget for
government affairs

•

C. Review
effectiveness of
current representation

Responsibility

Evidence/Timeline

•

Managing Director

•

Review at the 2010 Annual and Fall Meetings as a
line item agenda

•

Laurin Baker Group

•

Review in the 2010 Membership Meeting GA
presentation focusing on pending key issues that
impact the industry

Each Division should identify
Division specific GA issues –
legislative & regulatory – it has an
interest in and is willing to
independently fund

•

Division Managers

•

Review at the next scheduled Division meetings
and list any Division targets for action

Review anticipated expense and
value expected from this program
Separate lobbying from other GA
activities and maintain < 10% of
Member dues budgeted

•

Managing Director

•

To be approved annually at the IFI Finance
Committee and Board Fall Meetings

•

Gauge the member’s satisfaction
with the level and scope of
representation?

•

Managing Director

•

Survey Membership prior to the Fall Finance
Committee and Membership Meetings to guide the
GA budget

•

Communicate regularly with
Membership

•

Laurin Baker Group

•

Quarterly article from Jennifer Reid in the
“What’s Happening at IFI” columns in FTI and
LINK

•

Review current Institute level GA
issues – legislative & regulatory –
and define the industry’s specific
interest in each
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Calendar of Meetings and Events
2010
JAN. 21

Division III Meeting

Detroit, MI

MAR. 17

Division II Meeting

HOLIDAY INN - Orange County Airport

Santa Ana, CA
MAR. 20 – 24

IFI ANNUAL MEETING

THE RITZ-CARLTON LAKE LAS VEGAS

Las Vegas, NV (Rate $259)
MAR. 30

Passover Commences

APR. 12 – 16

Düsseldorf Trade Show

APR. 13 and 14

ASME B18 Meetings

Nashville, TN

MAY 16 – 19

ASTM F-16 Committee Meetings

St. Louis, MO

MAY 21

Division III Meeting

MAY 25 – 26

National Industrial Fastener Show & Conference

JUNE 16 – 18

RCSC Meetings hosted by Applied Bolting Technology Products

JULY 19 – 23

Fastener Training Institute Program at IFI HQ

JULY 23

Division III Meeting

Detroit, MI

SEPT. 15 – 17

NFDA Fall Meeting

Rosemont, IL

SEPT. 18

Yom Kippur

SEPT. 25 – 28

IFI FALL MEETING

OCT.

Division II Meeting (Date and Location TBD)

OCT. 18 – 22

ISO TC2 Meetings hosted by IFI at IFI HQ

NOV. 7 – 9

STAFDA Annual Meeting

NOV. 8 – 10

National Industrial Fastener Show / West

Las Vegas, NV

NOV. 11 – 12

ASME B18 Meetings

Las Vegas, NV

NOV. 14 – 17

ASTM F-16 Committee Meetings

NOV. 18

Division III Meeting

Düsseldorf, Germany

Detroit, MI
Columbus, OH
Vermont
Independence, OH

FOUR SEASONS, Vancouver, BC

Independence, OH
Phoenix, AZ

San Antonio, TX
Detroit, MI
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NOV. 25

Thanksgiving

DEC. 25

Christmas
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard
Independence, OH 44131-2500
Phone: (216) 241-1482 • Fax: (216) 241-5901
www.indfast.org

